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EP-SMA CONNECTOR(2081886-1) INSTALLATION MANUAL
1. A. Strip the cable according to the size shown in the left drawing.
          be careful not to cut into the outer shield.
    B. Soak the outer shield of the cable in tin.
    C. After leaching, peel off the center conductor and proceed with

the center conductor C0.30 chamfering, and finally the remaining
sheath and outer shielding remove from the central conductor.

          place the sleeve over the cable.Remove from the central conductor.
     D. Place the sleeve over the cable.

4.A. Insert the cable into the main body until it reaches the end face of   
       the insulator on the cable contact with the insulator step inside the 
       main body and cannot be pushed until. 
   B.As shown in the left figure, screw the sleeve into the main body and 
       tighten it.clean the welding area of excess residue.excess residue in

     welding area.

2. A. As shown in the left figure, put the welding cup on the outer  
        shielding layer of the cable first.
    B. When welding the cup, control the end surface of the cup with a
          fixture parallel to the outer shielding end face of the cable.

C. Control welding time and temperature, and remove excess with 
         tools make sure the surface of the solder cup is smooth  and clean
         when the solder cup is spilled excess residue in welding area. 

RECOMMENDED STRIPPING DIMENSIONS

9.80

3.20

3.A. As shown in the figure on the left, first attach the insulator to the 
       outer shield and put it on on the center conductor of the cable,
       and then attach the center pin to the insulator,weld to the center
       conductor of the cable.
   B.Control the welding time and temperature, and remove the excess
      with tools spill the tin spots, make sure the center needle surface is
      smooth, then clean the welding area of excess residue.excess 
      residue in welding area.
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